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Since the Civil War broke out, the possibility of a
Nationalist coup on Tangier with the assistance of
Italian sailors has been a well-worn topic of conversa-
tion    For my part, I never believed there was any
danger of this, and a Spanish Nationalist acquaintance
to whom I mentioned the point, replied dryly, 'I think
we had better take Madrid first.'   Unfortunately he
later spoilt my opinion of his sense of humour by saying,
cThis war is terrible; you should see the subscription
lists in Seville!*   Considering there was a war on, the
formalities to be complied with before entering the
Spanish zone were not excessive, a vise from the British
Consulate-General  and a recommendation from the
Nationalist representative in Tangier to the authorities
at the frontier being all one required    So far so good,
but unfortunately the zeal of the frontier officials outran
the dictates of good manners and, for that matter, good
sense.   It seemed ridiculous then, as it remains ridi-
culous now, that travellers whose credentials have been
very well gone into should be subjected to a most ig-
nominious search which includes even their private
papers    Perhaps it is a case of 'beggars on horseback5;
at any rate some Spanish subordinate officials seem to
be both inefficient and objectionable, in striking con-
trast to the men at the top, who, once one can get hold
of them, behave with a courtesy and kindness that
leaves nothing to be desired    If one arrives in a High
Commission car, or with the High  Commissioner's
satoo condwto, things are very different.   The officials
become ail smiles and exhibit muchc cortesia so that those
in favour with the authorities are completely taken in
However, once past the frontier there was no further
trouble^ and the smiling faces of the Jibahs as they
raised their arms in friendly salute created a favourable

